Chicago Style Citation Fill-in-the-Blanks

For bibliography: Book with 1 Author

_________, ___• ____• _____________________________:

[Author’s Last Name] [Author’s First Name] [Title of book in italics]

__________________________________________

[Subtitle of book, if there is one, also in italics]

_________, ___• _____________________________:

[city where publisher located] [state abbrev] [Publishing Company’s Name]

(____). [copyright date]

Formatting the note:

1. Firstname Lastname, Title of Book (Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication), page number.

Note:


Bibliography:


For more help see The Chicago Manual of Style Online: https://goo.gl/uRhnyo
For bibliography: journal article found online, or from a library database, with one author (no DOI).

_________________, ____·____·.” ________________________________

[Author’s Last Name] [Author’s First Name] [Title of article]

_________________,____·____·.” [title of article continued]

_____________________________  , (___) (____): ___ -

[Title of journal/magazine in italics] [Volume #] [issue #] [date] [page numbers]

 Retrieved from ________________________________.

[url of the journal or book or report publisher, OR name of library database]

For bibliography: journal article with one author with a DOI.

_________________, ____·____· “ ________________________________

[Author’s Last Name] [Author’s First Name] [Title of article]

_________________: 

_____________________________,____·____·.” [subtitle of article, if any]

_____________________________  , (___) (____): ___ -

[Title of journal/magazine in italics] [Volume #] [issue #] [date] [page numbers]

 _____ doi: ________________________________

[doi:0000000/000000000000]

Note:


Bibliography:

Note:


Bibliography:


********

For bibliography: webpage

________________________________________. “_____________________________________.”

[Author's name (Last, First) or corporate author] [Title of this article or part of the website]

________________________________________. Accessed __________.

[Title of whole web page, if applicable] [use date updated or published instead if provided]

______________________________________________.

[url]

Note:


Bibliography:


Note:


Bibliography: